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1. The Goal

• Increases in firm productivity are the backbone of economic growth
• Important contributors of productivity are the use of proper technology and

managerial practicesmanagerial practices
• Network based technology diffusion represents a scalable alternative to direct

intervetion
• Previous studies of peer‐to‐peer technology diffusion have primarly focused on the

decision of potential adopters
• Often equally relevant is the willingness of incumbent adopters to actively share

technology

• Why do we observe some peer‐to‐peer technology diffusion within industry
networks, but not fully accross the board?

• Whatmarket incentives and barriers drive the observed pattern?
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2. The Background

• Garment making firms in Ghana are popular and prolific, producing bespoke
garments for the local market

• Orders for ready to wear production school uniform contracts and contracted• Orders for ready‐to‐wear production, school uniform contracts and contracted
production for export occur, but are a relatively small part of the market

• The setting is the town of Hohoe and its suburbs (population of 73,641 in 2010). The
1,600 people in the study district had an average consumption of 3.5 bespoke
garments/year (2% of GDP)

• Competition in the local market is fierce, driven not only by price, but also by
fashion style differentiation, including ability to produce the latest trends

• Within‐industry network relationships are used for skill acquisition to learn aboutWithin industry network relationships are used for skill acquisition, to learn about
NGO and government opportunities targeting garment makers, to discuss business
and to adapt to highly variable product demand
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3. The Experiment ‐ A New Technology: Sharawakil

N i h i d l d• New weaving technique developed
• Multi‐colored woven thread
• Easy to use once shown how to use
• Difficult to reverse engineerg
• Using a commonly available toy car as a tool (2 USD)
• The end product is easily distinguishable from others
• Can be used on wide variety of garments
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3. The Experiment - Timeline

Census: all garment making firm owners in Hohoe District; 1024g g f ;
active, 12% co‐owning one ore more firm
Sub‐sample: 445 located in Hohoe town and its suburbs
Sample: 417 still active at the time of the experiment

Baseline data collection: demographics, cognitive testing,
profits, assets, labor, management, prices, products, etc.
Detailed baseline network mapping: a full within‐industry,
within‐district network map for all network activity that took
place among firms in the census sample during the year
preceding the baseline

Market research: 1600 customers; buying habits, spendings,
usage, ranking of preferred businesses. A diversion network map
linking firms that share customers, the primary measure of non‐
experimental competition between firms.
Training for selected firms (New technology treatment)
Data collection (R1 R7): weekly sales expenses hours workedData collection (R1‐R7): weekly sales, expenses, hours worked,
output, previous week network activity. Network activity
measures both activity with firm owners previously linked
during the baseline network map and any network activity with
previously unlinked firm owners.
Placing Wave1 orders (Creating artificial demand)Placing Wave1 orders (Creating artificial demand)
Data collection (R8): conducted after the experiment; two weeks
of firm inputs and outputs, previous month of network activity.

Placing Wave2 order (Creating artificial demand)
Data collection (R9): conducted 1 year after the experiment; 
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firm inputs and outputs, network activity; quality evaluation



3. The Experiment ‐ Baseline Network
• Directed graph of technology diffusion at baseline
• An edge appears between two nodes if either member of• An edge appears between two nodes if either member of

that dyad reported diffusion occurring during the year
preceding the baseline

• More profitable nodes are darker
• Avg probability of a skill sharing relationship is 0 6%Avg. probability of a skill sharing relationship is 0.6%
• Technology sharing is highly reciprocal, 83% correlation in

teaching and learning
• Firm owners engage in technology sharing with an average

of only 2 4 other firm ownersof only 2.4 other firm owners
• Cross‐sectional regressions at the dyadic level of baseline

diffusion

• Large and positive correlation between
b i id ifi d k i dbeing identified as market competitors and
technology diffusion

• Driven by endogenously‐seeded technology
(those sharing customers may be more

i i hi h h killactive in teaching each other new skills
because their customers are requesting the
same design); firm owners are risk averse
and are insuring themselves by sharing with
th t h th h th hi h t i k f
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those to whom they have the highest risk of
customer loss, in an effort to inspire
reciprocity); reverse causation



3. The Experiment ‐ Randomization
Trainings: randomly invited firm owners to a
skills training to learn a new garment design
and receive the relevant equipment needed
to produce it.

Orders: due to limited organic demand,
artificial demand had to be created. Generous
price of 35GhC, compared to avg.15‐20GhC.

Wave1: contract to produce 1, 4 or 10
garments. Firm owners were given three days
to decide whether to accept the offer and
complete the order featuring Sharawakil
within two weeks. During this three day

d d h h l dwindow period much searching, learning, and
teaching occurred.

Wave2: contract to produce 1 garment.

In total, about 20% (89) of the firms in the
sample were never offered a contract of any
size.

Three main treatment groups:
1. Training‐only (teachers/incumbent adopters)
2. Demand‐only (learners/adopters)
3. Training‐plus‐demand (teachers/incumbent adopters)
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No rival demand between Training‐plus‐demand and Demand‐only firms due to one‐time nature of
contracts.
Training‐only firms faced business as usual, meaning rival demand.



4. The Findings – Empirical Specifications

Estimation of reduced form treatment effects:

Y f i (l i f d hi h k i h l )Y – outcome of interest (learning from and teaching to other garment makers in the sample)
T, D, TD – assignment into the Training‐only, Demand‐only, and Training‐plus‐demand groups
g – gender fixed effect
– Intent‐to‐Treat effects of being assigned each particular treatment group relative to theᵝ Intent‐to‐Treat effects of being assigned each particular treatment group relative to the 

control
– error term
ᵝ
ᵋ
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4. The Findings – Technology Diffusion: Learning

T h l d ti i d i b b th t i i• Technology adoption is driven by both training
and demand

• Demand is a strong driver of technology
adoption (67.9% of Demand‐only firms acceptp ( y p
and complete an order)

• The majority of „Not Invited to Train” firms
learned the method for free form another
garment maker (demand driven diffusion)garment maker (demand‐driven diffusion)

Demand-only firms are 28% more likely
to have learned Sharawakil by Round 8
and 25% more likely to have learnedand 25% more likely to have learned
Sharawakil from another garment
maker during the order period (the
month preceding Round 8), relative to
h l
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the control group.



4. The Findings – Technology Diffusion: Teaching

• Training-plus-demand firms teach
significantly more peers thansignificantly more peers than
Training-only firms

• Relative to the control group, Training‐
plus‐demand firms teach 1.21 more
peers, while Training‐only firms teach
0.32 more peers

• Training‐plus‐demand firms are 48%
more likely to any teaching than controlmore likely to any teaching than control
firms, while training‐only firms are 24%
more likely to teach at all

• The explicitly non‐rival nature of demand 
for Training‐plus‐demand firms contrasts 
with the implicitly rival demand faced by Training‐only firms. Experimental competition
disincentivized teaching among Training‐only firms.
Possible alternative explanations that have been checked (Learning by doing):Possible alternative explanations that have been checked (Learning‐by‐doing):

• Training‐only firm owners do not know the technique well enough to teach it
• Differential teaching by order size
• Differential demonstrated ability between Training‐only and Training‐plus‐demand owners
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The observational positive correlation between technology diffusion and competition
is driven by confounding factors. When rival demand is experimentally controlled,
this relationship disappears.



5. Final Conclusions

• Although training renders incumbent adopters equally able to produce the new
weaving technique regardless of experimental demand, the majority of teaching
comes from those with orders for whom demand for the technology is less rivalcomes from those with orders, for whom demand for the technology is less rival

• The paper provides empirical evidence of strategic under‐sharing in peer‐to‐peer
diffusion relationships

• It Takes Two: Incentives for both the potential learners and potential teachers are 
important to consider in understanding the determinants of technology diffusionimportant to consider in understanding the determinants of technology diffusion

• Diffusion dynamics in environments where demand for new technologies is rival 
are different from those where demand is non‐rival, this has implications on 

policy design
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